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2nd Benzene is rotated 30 o with respect 
to the other arond molecular axis

SPINTRONICS

USAGE

- Electronics with spin degree of freedom.
- Ideally, e.g. Spin Up = 1 Spin Down = 0.
- Spin polarized currents.

- Dense, fast, and non-volatile memory 
modules: MRAM
- Circa 2025 we will need more aggresive 
processing power, hence:
 > Quantum Computers
- Already Intel processors employ few elec-
trons per transistor.
- New applications will emerge as new 
materials are discovered.

SPIN  VALVES

SPIN VALVE

- Ideally seperates electrons with differ-
ent spins.
- Half metallic structures are good can-
didates.
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Band diagram of  infinite long Cobalt Benzene nanowire
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COBALT BENZENE

Transmission Spectrum at Zero Bias Voltage

Current vs. Bias Voltage curve: Bias voltage is applied 
with -+ the value of bias. �at is, 0.2 means -0.2V is ap-
plied to one electrode and +0.2V is applied to the other.

COBALT BENZENE

Transmission Spectrum Under -1.0V - 1.0V Bias Voltage

Magnetic configuration with minimum energy changes upon 
contracting the infinite nanowire from its ground state posi-
tion

Electron spin density maps: �ese maps are generated by calculating electron density at a given coordinate. Density of electrons with spin down magnetic moment are subtracted from the density of spin 
down magnetic moment and normalized to the maximum and minimum of that result in whole space. �us 1 means that at that point, electrons have the maximum SPIN UP moment, and -1 means that 
they have the maximum SPIN DOWN moment. With this method one can recognize the moment changes through the whole molecule.
�ese maps are crossections of  A) molecular axis i.e. X=0 plane, B) 1)X-Y crossection of first cobalt from the left, 2) second cobalt from left,  3) second benzene from the left, 4) third cobalt from ht left.
�is snapshot of electron distribution is taken under -0.36V, 0.36V bias voltage.

METHODS
- At early stages of modelling of the device, we have optimized 
the formation of the unitcell by minimizing force calculations 
using Density Functional �eory.

- After optimization, we have probed the infinite long nano-
wire to determine the band diagram, which shows if the nano-
wire is a conductor, semi conductor, etc.

- After characterization of the infinite long nanowire, we have 
cleved a finite part and conntected this part with gold elec-
trodes. �en we have optimized this new structure again.

- After the second optimization we have probed the device for 
Landauer ballistic transport properties.
> Transmission spectrums show the probability of electron 
transport at that energy level.
> Current under a bias voltage is calculated basicly by integrat-
ing the part of the transmission spectrum marked by the range 
of bias voltage. -1V, 1V bias means that the range of the inte-
gral is from 1eV below the Fermi level to 1eV above. 
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